1. **Guadalupe Vinho Branco** | $9.99 | Antão Vaz, Roupeiro, and Arinto, Portugal
Guadalupe branco has a fruity flavour, with hints of tropical fruit and a citric and mineral finish. Guadalupe white is an extremely elegant, balanced and fresh wine to drink on its own or with light meals such as fish, shellfish or white meat.

2. **Pavao Rosé Vinho Verde** | $9.99 | Espadeiro, Portugal
A rose color with orange highlights and the aroma of grapes and strawberries. Fresh, delicate acidity and smooth strawberries. Fruity, elegant and with a good finish. Drink young, ideally till one year and a half after the harvest. Pairs well with seafood, appetizers and light dishes. Ideal for casual occasions.

3. **Tarima Monastrell** | $9.99 | Mouvedre, Spain
Full-bodied and fruit-forward with blackberry/blueberry notes as well as tasting a bit juicy. Behind the fruit there are faint hints of perfume and orange zest as well as an underlying smell of gravel. Overall the wine has a large profile.

4. **Jorge Ordoñez Garnacha de Fuego** | $9.99 | Garnacha Tinto, Spain
A ripe cherry colour. On the nose there are aromas of ripe red fruits like raspberry and balsamic sensations. This wine is very fruity, easy to drink and very fresh. It has a pleasant fruity flavour on the palate.

5. **Gato Negro Malbec** | $9.99 | Malbec, Argentina
Deep red color with intense violet tints. Fruity aromas, full of blackberries, blueberries and plums define the nose. A soft, rich mouth-feel with sweet, subtle tannins, lead to around, lingering finish.

6. **Sun Garden Gewürztraminer** | $9.99 | Gewürztraminer, Germany
A delightfully aromatic white wine. The flavor is spicy with hints of peach and mango. Medium bodied with an optimal balance between rich fruit flavors, bright acid and subtle alcohol.

7. **Foncalieu Bastide de Beauvert Red** | $9.99 | 70% Grenache, 30% Syrah, France
A deep garnet red with aromas of cherry, currant and strawberry. Dry and medium-bodied with hints of black pepper, cinnamon and licorice, the wine finishes smooth with well-rounded tannins.

8. **Sean Minor 4 Bears Chardonnay** | $9.99 | Chardonnay, California
Golden straw in color and displays aromas of pears, apples and tropical nuances with subtle notes of butter. On the entry, pear and green apple flavors are framed by nice acidity which integrates well with the medium body mouth feel. The green apple and peach flavors evolve into a hint of minerality that adds complexity to the lengthy finish.

9. **Eyzaguirre Cabernet Sauvignon** | $9.99 | Cabernet Sauvignon, Chile
Rich, deep burgundy. Aromatic profile features red apples and raspberries. On the palate, bright cherry berries with toasty elements and just a hint of pepper.

10. **Campos Reales White** | $9.99 | Sauvignon Blanc, Airén, Spain
Fresh and inviting fruit aromas of tropical mango and melon, peach and pink lady apples on the nose. Citrus fruit on the palate with lime and grapefruit notes playing against pineapple and a juicy refreshing acidity. Finishes with a touch of herb and oak with a creamy texture.